 Create the forms your users will
love: Well-designed forms can be

“With the new Kaldeera
Forms 2010, you can
achieve the results you
expect, without any
additional development
cost. Its technology, based
on the application of rules,
reduced our deployment
time by 40%”, David
Martin, Siemens CTO.

easily built using Kaldeera Forms.
 Create

powerful forms-based
applications: The ease of use of
Kaldeera Forms lets you build even
the most powerful form in minutes.

 Reduce

development
cost:
Kaldeera Forms is a "No code"
solution, requiring no programming.

 Safe investment: Kaldeera Forms

provides a vastly improved user
experience. All data is still stored and
available as if it had been entered
using the SharePoint standard forms.

 Dynamic Forms Fields.
Kaldeera Forms allows
individual fields to be either
hidden or disabled
depending on user, group,
or rules applied to the field.
This can reduce the overall
number of forms required
for a solution

Forms are at the heart of every data-

Kaldeera has invented a clever way of

centric solution. Developing forms often is

making

forms

highly

laborsome, and what's worse, inefficient

adaptable:

forms result in reduced productivity and

driven by user-defined rules and only

types such as “Person” or
Lookup fields.

become

present the relevant fields of a form to a

Frequently, solutions fail to achieve user

given

 Superior Form Layout.

adoption because of inefficient forms.

number of forms and custom code being

Easily create better
readable forms by grouping
up form fields in different
tabs or sections.

 One-step Forms
Deployment. Utilize your
test environment for new
forms and simply export the
final forms to your
production environment.

nuisance

to

employees.

user.

This

Form

often

Fields

and

 Default values for field

a

Dynamic

functional

reduces

are

the

required.
The Kaldeera Forms product not only
simplifies the creation of forms but also

Kaldeera Forms leverages Silverlight to

enables the form designer to build highly-

make the form design process as efficient

functional and well-designed forms.

as

possible,

and

a

wide

customization options exist.
Kaldeera Forms is a "no code" solution,
which means that forms can be created
by anyone who understands the process.
No

longer

programmers,

does

this

therefore

work
the

require
time

to

implement and deploy a forms-based
solution is greatly reduced.

range

of

How does Kaldeera Forms compare?
SHAREPOINT
2007

SHAREPOINT
2010

KALDEERA FORMS
2010

Fully Integrated into SharePoint







List and Content type forms definitions







FEATURE

Kaldeera Forms 2010
supports Microsoft
SharePoint Server 2010,
SharePoint Foundation
2010, Microsoft Office
SharePoint Server 2007
and WSS 3.0

Multiple forms definitions based on
rules



Field visibility based on rules



Content Type selector visibility



Form Toolbar visibility



Form buttons visibility based on rules



Now you can easily use
simple SharePoint lists
WITHOUT any additional
development to handle
scenarios such as:

Customizable form buttons



Integrated multiple tab field grouping



Navigation redirect





Import / Export definition



Silverlight form layout designer



Powerful conditions editor



Rule based Field default values



Insert WebParts



purchase order
approval forms



holiday request



expense claims



tax submission



employee ideas



new project kickoff



procurement request



meeting room booking

Screenshot of a well-designed SharePoint form made with Kaldeera Forms 2010.
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